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WEEK 2 

 

PAINTING. 
Meaning of painting: It is the use of colours to express creative ideas on paper, 

board, canvas, or wall through picture making, drawings or imaginative 

compositions. It is drawing or shading with colour. 

Types of painting:- 

1. Still-life painting (man-made):- is the painting of man-made objects or 

non-living (inanimate) objects like:- cup, Table, car, house etc. 

2. Nature painting:- This is the painting of those aspects of nature eg:- Plants, 

fruits, animals, vegetation etc. 

3. Figure (Life) Painting:- It is the painting of human beings showing all the 

shapes of the human beings. 

4. Imaginative painting:- is painting of what has been seen, experienced or 

imagined that was stored in your brain; it is also called memory painting. 

5. Landscape painting:- is painting of pictorial plane or scenery with natural 

features like: hills, valley, mountain, Trees, vegetation, grasses. 

6. Skyscraper painting:- Is the painting the view of sky with clouds, heavenly 

bodies like: stars, flying birds across and draw 

7. Seascape painting:- This is the painting of large body of water with 

aquatics like: Fish, duck etc. floating or swimming 

8. Composition painting:- This is painting of two or more objects packed or 

arranged together and draw. 

Emotional values / qualities of colour 

This is the feelings colours create in us or how we react over colours. 

1. White colour:- Shows lightness, quietly, purity, faith, it is the symbol of 

joy, glory, purity. 

2. Black colour:- Shows gloom, mourning and death, grief and sorrow. It is 

the symbol of death. 

3. Blue colour: - it is cool, soothing, love, pity, sincerity. It is the symbol of 

heaven, truth. 

4. Red colour: - Shows warth, exciting, aggressive, danger, signifies courage 

and bravery. It is the symbol of fire, blood, charity and salvation. 

5. Yellow colour: - Joy, sunshine, warmth, it is the symbol of hope and 

signifies honour and loyalty. 

6. Green colour: - Shows growth, life, cool, restful, symbols of nature, hope 

and eternal life. Signifies youth and hope. 

7. Violet (purple) colour: - Shows depression and Anger. 
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Pattern and Design 
Pattern means: - An arrangement of regular (repeated) motif from nature in a way 

that rhythm is created in colour, tone or texture on a given surface. 

Design: - The art of organizing or arranging lines, shapes, motifs, symbols and 

images to communicate an idea 

Motif: - The shape or the unit used in making patterns. It is the unit of design or 

major theme in an art work especially in pattern making; where it is repeated 

several times and at regular intervals. 

 

Sources of motif: -  

a. Nature (b) Animal (c) Abstract (d) Geometric shapes (regular or irregular) 

(e) Traditional. 

Pattern making:_ Is the art of creating designs on paper or any other surface 

for various purposes. 

Motifs to form pattern:- 

Pattern to form design 

 

 

 

  

 

 


